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CHAPTER I
EMOTIONS, HEMISPHERIC SPECIALISATION AND EMBODIED COGNITION
Richard Martinez and Olivier Koenig,
Laboratoire d'Étude des Mécanismes Cognitifs, Université de Lyon, Université Lyon 2 (France)

It seems useful to revisit the sharp debate about the lateralisation of emotional processes fuelled by
the coexistence of different theories from the perspective of embodied cognition. First, we will present
an overview of the methods of investigation used and the principal theories that have emerged. The
goal of this overview is to introduce this interdisciplinary field of research to large number of people.
Then, we will present the premises of a new exploratory theoretical framework, which attempts to
tackle the question of the lateralisation of emotional processes from a new light.

1. Functional lateralisation of emotions
The question of the lateralisation of emotional processes is a theme typical to the cognitive science
field. What best characterizes the interdisciplinary dimension of this field of research is the
heterogeneity of the methods used.A closer look at decision

1.1 Investigation methods
Behavioural methods of patients with unilateral lesions
The objective of these methods is to evaluate the capacities or deficits of the patients with unilateral
cortical lesions while they perform experimental tasks involving emotional processes. The lateralisation
of these processes can be demonstrated if the lesion in one hemisphere results in greater deficits in
emotional processing than lesions of the contralateral hemisphere. In essence, emotional processes are
divided into two broad categories - perception and production (i.e. expression and experience of
emotions).
In the study of emotional perception, the patient must identify the emotion shown in an emotional
stimulus or perform a discrimination task of two stimuli (for instance, decide whether two stimuli
present the same emotion, valence, or intensity).
The study of emotional production is based on the evaluation of the patients’ facial expressions (posed
or spontaneous), the estimation of their prosodic productions (emotional voice intonation), or the
measure of physiological parameters (most often the heart rate, startle reflex, or electrodermal
response). More rarely, the patient’s lexical production is analysed (for a review, see Borod 92).
Behavioural methods of non-lesioned participants
The most commonly used methods are dichotic listening, divided visual field and the Wada test. Their
objective is primarily to present the stimuli to one sole hemisphere. By measuring the response time or
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accuracy in the same types of tests used with the lesioned patients, it is possible to show performance
differences between the two hemispheres.
In dichotic listening, two different auditory stimuli are presented simultaneously, one to each ear.
The participant is asked what he has heard. Anatomically, most of the auditory pathway fibres cross,
meaning that a sound perceived by the left ear activates the right primary auditory cortex, and
conversely, a sound perceived by the right ear actives the left primary auditory cortex.
The divided visual field experiment consists of briefly presenting a stimulus in the left or right visual
field while the participant stares at a fixation point in the centre of the screen. The stimulus must be
presented in a sufficiently brief period of time (150ms or less) in order to prevent the participant from
deviating his gaze during voluntary ocular saccades. The anatomical organisation of the visual pathway,
much like the auditory pathway, requires that information perceived in the right visual field is received
by the left primary visual cortex while information perceived in the left visual field is received by the
right primary visual cortex. When the participant stares at the screen's centre without an ocular
saccade, what appears to the left of the centre is thus presented to the right hemisphere and viceversa.
Due to limitations related to the brief presentation time, other techniques were developed to allow
prolonged exposure, for example, those using a contact lens to mask one or the other visual fields
(Dimond and Farrington 1977; Dimond, Farrington, Johnson 1976) or a technique that masked a
computer screen in function to the participant’s ocular movement (Wittling 1990; Wittling and
Roschmann 1993). This mask could cover either visual field (left or right) without engaging it in the
exploration of the visual scene. These techniques have the advantage of allowing the lateralized
presentation of short films, which are considered better inducers of emotion.
The Wada test consists of temporarily anaesthetizing one hemisphere with an amobarbital sodium
(barbiturate) injection in the left or right internal carotid artery. Participants perform different tasks
while the hemisphere is inactive.
Electroencephalography (EEG) of non-injured participants
The EEG records cortical electrical activity of a participant either during a resting period (resting
baseline) or during the execution of a task. The dependent variable used corresponds to the strength of
the signal measured in various frequency bands (Davidson 1988). Within the framework of functional
lateralisation, the goal is to show that the strength of the signal measured in an area of one
hemisphere is stronger than the homologous area of the other hemisphere.
Neuroimagery of non-injured participants
PET and fMRI make it possible to observe cerebral activation patterns of healthy participants. Using
various types of analyses (Canli, Desmond, Zhao, Glover, and Gabrieli 1998; Murphy, Nimmo-Smith, and
Lawrence 2003; Wager, Phan, Liberzon, and Taylor 2003), it is possible to estimate if there are more
activations of one hemisphere than the other.
Different kinds of stimuli
In visual perception, identification or discrimination tasks generally utilize pictures of emotional facial
expressions (facial emotions), or more rarely, words or sentences with emotional content (lexical
emotions). In order to induce emotions (production of emotions), several experimental protocols
regularly use images (most often from the IAPS database) or films (without soundtracks).
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In auditory perception, the study of prosody (prosodic emotions) is primarily based on sentence
listening. Either sentence meaning is neutral but pronounced with an emotional intonation, or the
acoustic signal is filtered in such a way that the prosody of the sentence is preserved but accessibility
to the meaning is degraded. More rarely, an emotional sound (for example shouting, crying, or
laughter) (Meyers and Smith, 1986) or music can be used (Khalfa, Schon, Anton, and Liegeois-Chauvel
2005).
1.2 The various theories
Out of the constellation of results obtained from the various methods previously presented, three
principal theories emerge, but whose validity is much debated.
Right hemisphere theory
For several decades, an accumulation of results seems to show a specialization of the right hemisphere
in the emotional processes whatever the valence of the stimulus (for a review, see Demaree, Everhart,
Youngstrom, and Harrison 2005). For instance, patients with right hemisphere lesions showed greater
deficits for the perception of facial, prosodic and lexical emotions and for emotional expression (for a
review, see Borod 1992). Most of the time, this latter emotional expression also included facial
production and to a lesser extent, prosodic or lexical production. The right hemisphere advantage was
extended to non-injured participants for emotional perception (Borod, Cicero, Obler, Welkowitz,
Erhan, Santschi, Grunwald, Agosti, and Whalen 1998) and for emotional facial expression (Borod, Koff,
Yecker, Santschi, and Schmidt 1998). However, the small number of studies concerning prosodic or
lexical emotions calls for being cautious in interpreting the results. The most convincing findings were
under tended by the perception of facial emotions.
This theory, dominant until recently, has lost ground due to increasing arguments in favour of an
implication of the left hemisphere in emotional processes (cf. theories of valence or approachwithdrawal). Moreover, if the predominance of the right hemisphere in the perception of negative
facial expressions (in particular fear and sadness) is well accepted, the predominance of the right
hemisphere for the perception of positive facial expressions is more controversial (Adolphs, Damasio,
Tranel and Damasio 1996; Asthana and Mandal 2001; Davidson, Mednick, Moss, Saron, and Schaffer
1987; Jansari, Tranel, and Adolphs 2000; Mandal, Tandon and Asthana 1991; Murphy, Nimmo-Smith, and
Lawrence 2003; Pourtois, Sander, Andres, Grandjean, Reveret, Olivier, and Vuilleumier 2004). In the
same way, the predominance of the right hemisphere in the production of facial expressions whatever
the valence seems to be called into question after a dynamic analysis (Richardson, Bowers, Bauer,
Heilman, and Leonard 2000). Two recent meta-analyses established on data obtained in fMRI and PET
scans (Murphy, Nimmo-Smith, and Lawrence 2003; Wager, Phan, Liberzon, and Taylor 2003) failed to
show a predominance of the right hemisphere in the emotional processes.
Valence theory
This theory supposes a specialization of the right hemisphere in negative or unpleasant emotions and a
predominance of the left hemisphere for positive or pleasant emotions. Sackeim, Greenberg, Weiman,
Gur, Hungerbuhler, and Geschwind (1982) found that unilateral lesions of the right hemisphere are
generally associated with pathological laughing (lesions of the right hemisphere release potentialities
of the left hemisphere) while unilateral lesions of the left hemisphere are generally associated with
pathological crying (activity of the uninjured right hemisphere prevails over that of the left
hemisphere). Gainotti and his collaborators observed that left-lesioned patients presented depressivecatastrophic reactions more often than right-lesioned patients. Inversely, right-lesioned patients
presented reactions of euphoria or indifference more often than left-lesioned ones (Gainotti 1969;
Gainotti, Caltarigone, and Zoccolotti 1993). This theory also receives some support from Wada test
results.
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Approach-withdrawal theory according to Davidson
This approach-withdrawal theory appears to be rather close to the valence theory. These two theories
are different forms of the same approach. The labels change, the underlying cerebral structures vary a
little, but they appreciably share the same structure of emotions. They are based on two antagonistic
systems implemented in different cerebral hemispheres. Rather than applying a positive versus
negative dichotomy, Davidson’s theory integrates a dimension of motivation. It is based on the
distinction between an approach system and a withdrawal system. The former is generated in the
context of moving toward a desired goal, which facilitates appetitive behaviour and generates certain
types of positive affect that are approach-related. The latter, facilitates the withdrawal of an
individual from sources of aversive stimulation and generates certain forms of negative affect that are
withdrawal-related (Davidson and Irwin 1999). The left and right anterior regions of the brain would be
specialized for positive or approach-related processing and negative or withdrawal-related processing
respectively (Davidson 1992, 1995).
Despite the similarities between the valence and approach-withdrawal theories, it seems important to
take into account the motivation component in emotional processing. Harmon-Jones and Allen (1998)
showed a correlation between anger and a stronger left frontal activation (in EEG) even though anger is
regarded as a negative valence emotion. Frontal asymmetric activity would better be explained in
terms of the direction of the motivation (Harmon-Jones 2004), rather than merely in terms of positive
or negative valence. Furthermore, two meta-analyses based on fMRI and PET data (Murphy, NimmoSmith, and Lawrence 2003; Wager, Phan, Liberzon, and Taylor 2003) failed to show an association
between the right hemisphere and negative valence or the left hemisphere and positive valence.
Although, they partially confirmed the approach-withdrawal theory since they revealed stronger
activation of the left hemisphere for the approach-related emotions, they neglected to show significant
evidence for an association of the right hemisphere and withdrawal-related emotions.
Experimental indications in favour of this hypothesis are specifically based on
electroencephalographic measures which show associations between left hemisphere and positive or
approach-related emotions and between right hemisphere and negative or withdrawal-related emotions
(Davidson, 1988; Davidson, Ekman, Saron, Senulis, and Friesen 1990; Davidson and Fox 1982; Davidson,
Marshall, Tomarken, and Henriques 2000; Ekman, Davidson, and Friesen 1990; Fox, Davidson 1987;
Reuter-Lorenz and Davidson 1981; Sobotka, Davidson and Senulis 1992). In a smaller proportion, some
behavioural studies (Nicholls, Ellis, Clement, and Yoshino 2004; Richardson, Bowers, Bauer, Heilman,
and Leonard 2000; Schiff and Bassel 1996; Schiff and Gagliese 1994; Schiff and Lamon 1989) and fMRI
studies (Canli, Desmond, Zhao, Glover, and Gabrieli 1998), support these electroencephalographic
findings.
Other studies have found correlations between individual differences in resting anterior brain
activity asymmetry and characteristic personality traits. Using the Behavioural Inhibition and
Behavioural Activation Scales (the BIS/BAS scales; Carver and White 1994) or the trait version of the
Positive and Negative Affect Scales (PANAS; Watson, Clark, and Tellegen 1988), Sutton and Davidson
(1997) and Tomarken, Davidson, Wheeler, and Doss (1992) respectively showed that the left-frontally
activated participants reported more relative BAS to BIS activity (or more positive affect) than rightfrontally activated participants. Conversely, right-frontally activated participants reported more
relative BIS to BAS activity (or more negative affect) than their left-frontally activated counterparts. In
infants, Davidson and Fox (1989) reported that 10-month-old babies who cried in response to maternal
separation were more likely to have less left-sided and greater right-sided prefrontal activation during
a preceding resting baseline compared with those infants who did not cry in response to this challenge.
Wheeler, Davidson, and Tomarken (1993) demonstrated that individuals with more left-sided prefrontal
activation at baseline reported more positive reactions to the positive film clips and those with more
right-sided prefrontal activation reported more negative reactions to the negative film clips. For
Davidson (1998, 2001), individual differences in the levels of frontal asymmetric activation during the
baseline condition were associated with a dispositional affective style (i.e. a broad range of individual
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differences in different subcomponents of affective reactivity and dispositional mood), which skewed
reactivity to emotionally significant events. Thus, the resting electroencephalographic measures of
prefrontal asymmetry would predict reactivity to experimental elicitors of emotions (Davidson and Fox
1989; Sutton and Davidson 2000).
These findings were extended to the study of frontal asymmetry in the psychopathology of emotions, in
particular, depression and anxiety (Davidson 1998b, Davidson, Abercrombie, Nitschke, and Putnam
1999). A new model has arisen, which underscores the link between a left frontal hypoactivation and
symptom of depression (Davidson 1998; Davidson, Pizzagalli, Nitschke, and Putnam 2002; Tomarken and
Keener 1998). According to Davidson (1998), this pattern of left prefrontal hypoactivation is a neural
reflection of the decreased capacity for pleasure, loss of interest, and generalised decline in goalrelated motivation and behaviour.
1.3 How to explain divergences
Next, several research approaches are addressed to try to reconcile some of the contradictory findings
that characterize this area of research.
Some sources of variation
The handedness variable, seldom taken into account, seems to play a role. Everhart, Harrison, and
Crews (1996) demonstrated that left-handers rated neutral facial expressions presented to the left
hemisphere more negatively. They suggested that the left hemisphere for left-handers is specialized in
negative emotion processing as opposed to right-handers. But more recent studies have failed to
replicate this handedness effect (Rodway, Wright and Hardie 2003; van Strien and van Beek 2000).
Gender has also been taken into account in some studies. Rodway, Wright and Hardie (2003) showed a
valence laterality effect only in women (i.e. an advantage of the right hemisphere for discriminating
negative emotions and an advantage of the left hemisphere for positive emotions). Van Strien and van
Beek (2000) showed a specialization of the left hemisphere for positive emotional rating only in women
while Coney and Fitzgerald (2000) replicated this effect only in men. Globally, a review of the research
(Borod, Koff, Yecker, Santschi, and Schmidt 1998) and a meta-analysis (Wager, Phan, Liberzon, and
Taylor 2003) neglected to yield different lateralisation among women and men for emotional processes.
Finally, the effect of gender or handedness on lateralised processing of emotions has produced
inconsistent findings. For the moment, these data do not help to better understand the lateralisation of
emotional processes. They fail to provide a coherent and convincing explanation. A more promising
lead is the distinction between the perception and the production of emotions.
Perception versus production of emotions
One could propose that the right hemisphere would be specialized for the processing of perceptual
emotional cues (for instance, facial expressions or intonations of speech), irrespective of valence; yet,
the left hemisphere would be more involved in the production of positive or approach-related emotions
and the right hemisphere would be more involved in production of negative or withdrawal-related
emotions (Davidson 1995, 1993; Davidson and Irwin 1999). Several indications seem to support this
hypothesis. Indeed, it appears more relevant to limit the predominance of the right hemisphere to
certain processes. Rather than ignore the growing number of experimental findings that implicate the
left hemisphere in emotional processing, one must acknowledge that the dominance of right
hemisphere for all emotional processes seems less and less plausible. Furthermore, we saw previously
that findings from facial expression perception experiments support rather well the right hemisphere
dominance theory, in particular with negative facial emotions. Although, the absence of findings with
positive facial expressions in some studies remains unclear, this absence of findings does not
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necessarily mean absence of effect. If the few results with the prosodic and lexical emotions were also
taken into account, it would seem that the right hemisphere is dominant for the perception of
emotions.
Studies which coupled electroencephalographic measurements of frontal cortical asymmetry,
subjective reports and/or behavioural measures that reflect emotions (Davidson, Ekman, Saron,
Senulis, and Friesen 1990; Ekman, Davidson and Friesen 1990; Fox and Davidson 1988) accord with the
dominant role of the right and left hemisphere for the production of negative emotions related to
withdrawal and the production of positive emotions related to approach, respectively. Davidson and al.
(1990) observed stronger right frontal activity only during negative film sequences correlated with
facial expressions and subjective reports of disgust. Conversely, they showed stronger left frontal
activity only during positive film sequences correlated with facial expressions and subjective reports of
joy. In an atypical behavioural experiment, Schiff and Lamon (1989) showed that participants
experienced sadness during contractions of the left facial muscles while they experienced more
positive feelings during right facial muscle contractions. According to Davidson and Irwin (1999),
emotions are not necessarily, nor even likely, elicited by the presentation of emotional facial
expressions. Investigators who used the presentation of emotional facial expressions studied emotional
face perception but did not study emotions alone (Davidson and Irwin 1999). To summarize, there is a
right hemisphere dominance for the perception of emotions without the production of emotions. When
emotions are elicited, there is a right dominance for negative or withdrawal-related emotions, and a
left dominance for positive or approach-related emotions.
2. Grounding the debate in the perspective of embodied cognition
The distinction between the perception and the production of emotions appears to be unanimously
accepted as the explanation for the divergent theories of the lateralisation of emotions currently found
in the literature. However, this interpretation suffers from important weaknesses, and in particular,
from the fact that it is not rooted in simulation or an embodied perspective.
According to Davidson (1993) the perception of emotions corresponds to the decoding of emotional cues
(e.g. facial or vocal processing) whereas the production of emotions corresponds to generation of
emotions. Thus, the study of emotional perception does not involve the study of emotions themselves
(Davidson and Irwin 1999). This independence between the perception and production of emotions
presumed by Davidson and his colleagues treats emotions only as reactions that do not influence
perception. In this case, there is a clear frontier between the external space (to which the perceived
stimulus belongs) and the internal space (to which the production of emotions belongs). Contrary to
this view, Berthoz (2003) suggests that emotions are not only a reaction but also a tool that provide
guidance for action thus acting as a perceptual filter. Emotions can modulate perception by selecting
information relevant to the individual. The frontier becomes porous as the perception of the external
world depends on internal states. Vuilleumier, Richardson, Armony, Driver, and Dolan (2004) showed
that visual emotional faces evoke enhanced responses in the visual cortex through the amygdala. This
suggests that emotions can directly influence sensory processing. Indeed, emotions could intervene at
different stages of processing, but most surprisingly, emotions can be present at early stages and not
necessarily in the form of an overt emotional reaction. Perhaps, only the latest stages give rise to the
production of emotions.
It does not appear relevant to take perception out of the production of emotions especially since other
findings underline the proximity between them in terms of functional neuroanatomy. For instance,
Carr, Lacoboni, Dubeau, Mazziotta, and Lenzi (2003) found that overlapping neuronal networks were
activated by both observation and imitation of emotional facial expressions. Wicker, Keysers, Plailly,
Royet, Gallese, and Rizzolatti (2003) showed that the feeling of disgust and the perception of that
emotion shared a common neural substrate. Both the passive observation of facial emotions and
complementary expression of them seem to active similar cerebral regions. Moreover, Calder, Keane,
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Manes, Antoun, and Young (2000) presented a patient (NK) with a deficit for recognizing disgust from
emotional facial expressions, non-verbal emotional sound and emotional prosody. Equally, the patient
reported less feeling of disgust than the control participant. Wild, Erb, and Bartels (2001) showed that
viewing emotional facial expressions (happy or sad) specifically evoked the expressed feelings within
the viewer. This set of findings, which links the perception and production of emotions leads to think
that we perceive emotions by activating similar emotions in ourselves (Adolphs, 2002). In addition, the
recognition of emotions from facial expressions requires the (right) somatosensory cortex (Adolphs,
Damasio, Tranel, Cooper, and Damasio 2000; Pourtois, Sander, Andres, Grandjean, Reveret, Olivier,
and Vuilleumier 2004). Hence, it seems useful to study the perception of emotions from the
perspective of simulation theory (Gallese and Goldman, 1998) and embodied cognition.
We thought that it was relevant to consider the role of corporeal information in the study of the
lateralisation of emotional processes in order to better understand the discordance in this field of
research. According to Lambie and Marcel (2002), the representation of negative emotions is more
strongly based on corporeal information than a positive one. Tranel, Bechara, and Denburg (2002)
found that patients with a right ventromedial prefrontal lesion presented more defective anticipatory
bodily responses than left-lesioned patients and failed to avoid risky choices. Devinsky (2000) suggests
that the right hemisphere is dominant for processing corporeal information.
Therefore, we hypothesize that the left hemisphere is particularly sensitive to positive emotions with
weak body-relatedness while the right hemisphere is particularly sensitive to negative emotions with
strong body-relatedness. Some encouraging findings seem to lend support to this hypothesis. A
preliminary experiment was conducted in our laboratory with affective words. Affective words were
presented to the left or right hemisphere using a divided visual field paradigm. Words varied according
to valence (positive or negative) and corporeal dimension (weak or high involvement of the body).
Thus, the words could be classified in four categories: positive with weak corporeal involvement,
positive with high corporeal involvement, negative with weak corporeal involvement, and negative with
high corporeal involvement. The participants (forty-eight right-handed males) were asked to decide if a
word was positive or negative by pressing the corresponding response button. Results showed that
participants responded the most rapidly when positive words with weak corporeal involvement were
presented to the left hemisphere whereas they responded the slowest when negative words with weak
corporeal involvement were presented to the right hemisphere. This suggests that the left hemisphere
is particularly sensitive to the processing of positive emotions with weak corporeal involvement
whereas the right hemisphere is especially insensitive to the processing of negative emotions with weak
corporeal involvement. In another similar experiment (same presentation and word list), the
participants (forty-eight right-handed males) were asked to decide if they prefer to approach or avoid
the object or situation designated by a word. For half of the participants, the “approach response
button” was closer to the computer screen than the “withdrawal response button” (congruent
condition). In other words, when participants decided to approach the object/situation, they pressed
the “approach button” in a sort of approaching movement (and inversely for the “withdrawal button”).
For the other half, the response buttons were inverted (incongruent condition). Besides confirming
precedent findings, an interaction between the button configuration and the corporeal dimensions was
found (F(1,46) = 6.852, p < .01).
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Fig. 1 Mean response time as a function of corporeal involvement (weak and high) and response
button position (IC and C correspond to respectively incongruent and congruent position). The
symbol * means a significant difference at the critical probability of p < .05.
The interaction (see Figure 1) showed that in the incongruent condition, participants responded faster
for words with weak corporeal involvement than for ones with high corporeal involvement (F(1,23) =
5.441, p < .05). In the congruent condition, although participants seemed to respond faster for words
with high corporeal involvement than for ones with weak corporeal involvement, the difference was
not significant (F(1,23) = 1.708, p = .20). This suggests that the corporeal dimension in the meaning of
a word can interfere with real action. In our opinion, this interference can be more easily decrypted by
grounding linguistic meaning in bodily activity (Barsalou 1999). These preliminary experiments call for
further investigations in order to bring the domain of lateralisation of emotions and the domain of
embodied cognition closer together.
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CHAPTER II
FROM EMPATHY TO MORALITY
Morgane Paris
Department of Philosophy, University of Montreal, (Canada)

One of the traditions of moral philosophy attributes the origin of our moral approval or disapproval
to a very particular sense, namely a moral sense, as with Hutcheson ; contemporary intuitionists are
close to this theory when they speak about an intuition which opens on morality ; but, contrary to the
moral sense, this intuition would be a priori, and would allow us to approve of moral norms in an a
priori way. Against intuitionists, Mackie argued that this intuition would be quite mysterious and queer.
This “queerness objection” also holds against the moral sense. What would this strange sense consist
in, which would add itself to other senses to morally enrich our world? Even if it were a posteriori, it
would still be quite mysterious.
There is in fact a much simpler way to explain this moral enrichment of the world. Following Adam
Smith, we might find it is philosophically preferable to consider that nature has been economical in the
setting up of human functionnig. Smith assumes that it is sympathy itself that can perform what
Hutcheson attributes to too complex a moral sense. I want to follow this principle of economy in a
theory close to Smith’s in some features, but which is in fact quite different in other respects. Instead
of sympathy, it is to the emotional system in general that I will ascribe this ability to enrich our world
in values ; it is indeed to empathy, rather than sympathy, that I will attribute the ability to apprehend
specifically moral values. In resorting to emotions and empathy, I will, like Smith, manage to avoid
Mackie’s queerness objection.
1. Emotions, empathy and values
1.1. Emotions and values
The emotions are what allows us to enrich our world in values. Values are as much part of the world
as colours, odours, sounds, etc. are. When we get close to a fire, we perceive several of its properties :
its luminosity, its changing and orangey colour, its crackling, its characteristic burnt smell, its warmth.
Then, when we perceive its warmth, we experience a feeling of well-being. This warmth is pleasant. In
some sense, the fire, at a correct distance, is pleasant. Notice that it is a value you can attribute to
the fire-at-a-certain-distance, because on the contrary, the burn it could inflict if we got too close
would be extremely unpleasant. It is in fact to the warmth itself that this positive value belongs. We
perceive this value as immediatly as the rest of the warmth’s properties. Similarly to the way our five
sense allow us to perceive classic properties, our emotional system, which can also be regarded as a
sensory system, allows us to perceive this axiological property. Thus our environment is formed from
the integrality of what our organism allows us to apprehend.
It could be objected that in this case it is not so much our emotional system as our more basic
pleasure/pain system which is involved. This is true. But my notion of the emotional system is a large
one which includes the whole of our sensibility to pleasure and pain. Indeed, our emotions are
essentially bodily sensations. I here follow the somatic theory of the emotions, which has its roots in
James and Lange as well as more recent successors, as the neurologist Antonio R. Damasio, and the
philosopher Jesse J. Prinz. As body sensations, they trigger our sensibility to pleasure and pain. In the
end it gets difficult to draw a precise line between a pleasant or unpleasant sensation and an accurate
emotion, strictly speaking. Damasio certainly establishes a distinction between fundamental biological
regulation, which includes pleasure and pain states, and the emotions proper, which stand at a bigger
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level of complexity. But I permit myself this amalgam because I think that in the normal body
functionning, this distinction gets difficult to draw. Don’t we say, after all, that we experience, in the
case of warmth, a feeling of pleasure? And isn’t this feeling of pleasure comforting, to the point that it
can be globally defined as an emotional state of comfort, in other words, of calm joy? By emotional
system, I thus mean our whole pleasant and unpleasant feelings, may they be basic or more specifically
emotional. I don’t in fact see any objection to complexify this point of view in considering that there
exists a first stage, before emotions, which would be the one of basic pleasure or pain sensations. We
would have thus three stages : first pleasure and pain sensations, then emotions, then empathy. I
simply regard it as unnecessary to radically distinguish between the first two stages, because both of
them allow, through pleasant or unpleasant feelings, for the apprehending of positive or negative
values which are not yet moral. A good answer to give to that problem would be, I think, to say that it
is “bodily sensations” in general, which are the first stage in our apprehending of values. But in that
case it must be understood that “bodily sensations” includes emotions too. So now that I have clarified
my point, I will go on in writing rather about emotions.
1.2. The role of empathy in apprehending values
I thus think that it is empathy that is the additional stage in the formation of our morality. Whereas
the simple emotions allow us to apprehend values such as the pleasantness (thanks to the pleasurable
feelings), danger (thanks to fear), the amusing (thanks to amusement), and so on, empathy is what
allows us first to ascribe values to others. Here, I am talking about the attribution of thick values such
as being “generous”, “brave” or “crual”, which don’t correspond to a particular emotion. Contrary to
Christine Tappolet who claims that we apprehend these values through the feeling of admiration that
the bravery of someone can make us feel, I think that this is rather in putting ourselves in this person’s
place, that is, in assuming his or her point of view, and in feeling in that way the fear he or she must
have felt, that we observe that he or she was brave, since he or she still accomplished the act that his
or her fear was obstructing. In the case of generosity, the emotion we would simulate through empathy
would be his or her pleasure to give to others, for instance, maybe his or her own empathy with the
positive joys he or she has induced with the ones who benefited from his or her generosity. Thus we
would observe that he or she was desinterested, which is what defines generosity. In the case of
cruelty, we would empathise with the nasty joy of the cruel man or woman. In all cases, we can see
that we have to foster a lot of justified beliefs about the nature of the involved person, in order to
know his or her motivations well and to best simulate his or her emotional states.
1.3 What is empathy ?
But I have to be clearer about what I mean by “empathy”. Rather that being an emotion, strictly
speaking, such as benevolence or pity, empathy is a process. It is the fact of putting oneself in
someone’s place in assuming his or her own point of view, which requires the ability to attribute to this
person the properties that characterise him or her and which precisely determine this point of view.
Following the somatic theory of emotions as defined by Damasio, to everyone of our mental
representations, we will attribute a bodily sensation of an emotional nature. This bodily sensation is
valent, i.e. is positive or negative, pleasant or unpleasant. It is an emotional weight going with all our
representations which helps to decide, say, between two positive potentialities we mentally represent
: the more positive one, i.e. the one we feel as more pleasant, will be chosen. Thus, in empathy, we
associate with the point of view of the other, which is just a kind of mental representation, an
emotional state that we share with him or her in that way. Empathy is no precise emotion because it
covers the whole emotional field ; it is the process which allows us to simulate any emotion. What
defines it as a process is this sharing of the point of view of the other which makes it possible.
I think that what is positive about courage is the fact that it consists in overcoming a negative
feeling (fear) and acting in spite of it. This is admirable. But admiration comes after. Furthermore I do
not think that braveness is morally good. It is only strategically good. We can be brave in the doing of
atrocities.
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So what allows us to morally approve or disapprove of an act?
It seems to me that there is an additional element which allows to reach the stage of moral approval
or disapproval. This is again empathy that allows this additional stage, but in a different way. I would
say, by its own nature.
2. Empathy as an ethic opening
2.1. Being motivated by what is good
Empathy is putting of oneself in someone else’s place in a strong way, the more accurate it can be.
In performing such a process, it happens that I recognise the similarity of nature that connects me to
the other. I would at the same time recognise our differences and assume than the other can react in a
different way than me, and recognise that I can understand this difference from the inside. Through
the empathic process, it is the general moral truth that the other is another “myself” that I set up. This
is what, in my opinion, forms our “moral sense” : this opening to the other which empathy is.
It is through this opening that I will cease to value only what is good or bad for me, and begin to
recognise that there are also things which are good or bad for the other, and in this way understand
that there are good and bad things in general : the moral values of good and bad, and not simply the
merely relative values of the good-for-me and the bad-for-me. The criterion of this attribution of the
good and the bad is thus the pleasure or the pain that everyone can feel. Here I get closer to Epicurus,
who thought that pleasure and pain formed the basis of morality. His opinion was quite different,
however, in the fact that he thought that it was my pleasure or my pain which was at stake, my own
interest and not that of the other. That is why he is often considered as one of the precursors of the
morality of egoism and self-love. But If we add to this pleasure/pain basis the ability of empathy, it
extends to the whole humanity and can become the source of our moral knowledge of good and bad. It
is still our own capacity to feel pleasure and pain which forms the way we enter into morality ; but
through our own pain and pleasure we can reach the ones of others, in mentally representing their own
point of view. This is thus to a totally biologically rooted basis that we can, in the end, trace that
which makes us particularly human, namely morality. As human beings, we feel pleasure and pain ; as
intelligent beings, we are able to picture the point of view of the other. In doing so, we colour the
point of view of the other with emotionnal states which correspond to his or hers : we know at that
point what is good or bad for him or her, and we understand a fundamental truth, namely that what is
good is what causes pleasure in general, and what is bad is what causes pain in general. We get to this
“general” stage through empathy, which gives us in that way access to the notion of human nature,
which is essential to morality. The somatic theory of emotion here enjoys a specific advantage : the
physiological nature of emotions explains how they can drive us to act in a certain way. They are
strongely felt gut feelings : thus we are deeply concerned with what we feel as good or bad. And as
what we feel as good or bad for us interests us in a visceral way, in empathy what we feel as good or
bad for the other possesses this strong visceral power to motivate, or at least concern.
In being empathic when I have to, particularly in answering the distress calls of other people, I begin
to be moral ; if an act looks obviously like the consequence of such an empathic recognition, it is moral
and positive in this way.
But what I have just described is what I would call the ideal case of moral act. Indeed, do we really
have to be systematically empathic to be effectively moral? In fact, that is not so sure. An act is moral
when it corresponds to some moral truth, as the fact that the interest of others are significant, that
their pain is bad, and so on. I suggested that we reach this kind of moral truths through empathy. But
this doesn’t mean that the person who acts morally is systematically empathic. Maybe he or she is just
obeying some moral rules he or she has previously learnt. I think that the moral rules themselves find
their origin in what empathy reveals to us ; but we can obey them without any thought and emotion.
An act which is just the consequence of a cold obedience to a moral rule still looks like the
consequence of an empathic process, and still is the acknowledgment of, say, the pain of another. It is
a theoretic acknowledgment, not a real moral and felt one. But it is still moral. It has served the
other’s interests. If morality has, in my view, its origin in empathy, sometimes empathy can be absent
without entailing immorality. Look at the people who work in the medical field : they often choose not
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to empathise, because it would be too hard, too painfull for them ; they choose to stay cold because
the fact of being overwhelmed by the suffering of the people they have to help could be an obstacle to
their acting well, for which they need to be in at least a minimally positive state. They have to focus
on their action, stay positive and optimistic about their abilities to help, in brief to remain in optimal
conditions of strategic rationality. The negative states that empathy can entail could be contrary to
these purposes, and as well as irruptive, making them loose their necessary control. Maybe moral
rationality can sometimes be an obstacle to strategic rationality ; yet a moral act also needs, as any
act, strategic rationality. As such I believe a balance has to be found, in which what is to favour may be
the moral act, as opposed to the moral feeling. Sometimes being moral is simply acting in accordance
with the rules, doing what has to be done.
But as I said, we basically know what is to be done thanks to empathy.
2.2 The absence of jugment
My definition of empathy was, I think, sufficiently explicited : it is the put ting of oneself in
another’s place, as if we were this other person. I need in fact to talk about our ability to put
ourselves in the place of another, but in remaining ourselves. This is what I call sympathy. In talking
about sympathy, indeed, I will be able to show how much it is specifically empathy which opens the
doors of morality.
I think that the definition I just gave of sympathy, as putting ourselves in the place of another while
remaining ourselves, corresponds to the definition that Adam Smith uses most of the time, even if he is
sometimes ambiguous and even if his presentation of sympathy is at time quite close to what I call
empathy.
His definition of sympathy as putting oneself in another’splace while remaining ourselves has for
consequence that sympathy is a good way to judge of the appropriateness of the reaction of other
persons.1 Blum says that compassion requires first that we imagine what the other is living according to
his or her own “character, beliefs and values”, and then be concerned by the good of others ; he thus
seems to define compassion as if it were a process of empathy followed by benevolence. Here it is
clear that the criterion of comprehension is our own “character, beliefs and values” : the ones that the
other with whom we empathise have to be close enough in order to be understood and positively
judged. If we can’t understand them in the light of our own personality, we judge them as
inappropriate. For instance, I think that Smith would say that when we sympathise with a Nazi, we
can’t approve of his way of thinking and acting ; we would never think and act in this way, and so we
disapprove.
But if we were really following his second definition of sympathy, the one I found so close to
empathy, we could understand the Nazi. We would try to assume his own “character, beliefs and
values”, and if we really did this, we would understand his reactions. I admit that such a process is
really hard, and that understanding a Nazi can be truly difficult ; but the Nazi is a human being, and his
thoughts and acts are usually not the consequences of any radical difference in nature (I don’t think
that all the Nazis and racists in general are suffering ofrom pathological differences which would
render them definitively impossible to understand, as are sociopaths and psychopaths, especially). We
can empathise with immoral persons and understand them, and if we really do it, at the moment that
we do it, we don’t judge them in any way : we simply understand. Is this a kind of empathy to avoid? I
don’t think so. I don’t think that we loose our humanity in empathizing with immoral persons ; in fact,
we recognise in spite of everything their human nature, and this is this kind of acknowledgment which
drives us to give them a trial, i.e. some decent judgment of their crime, the one that, as human
beings, they deserve2. In empathising with them, moreover, we can conclude that they were
indifferent to the distress calls of their victims, that only this kind of indifference can explain how they
could act as they did. Not willing to empathise with immoral people is really understandable. But in
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Cf. Smith, A., Théorie des sentiments moraux [1853], PUF, Quadrige, Paris, 2003, p. 38 et 171.
When maybe, more definitely deficient persons, as psychopaths and sociopaths, would more deserve a treatment.
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doing it we remain moral if we already are.3 As I said, empathy is no judgement : empathy is
apprehending, and judgement comes afterwards. In fact, I think that empathy must be the absence of
judgment. But moral judgment always remains possible. Perhaps is it even mandatory – but only after
the empathic process.
Indeed, if the process we had to enter in morality were a process whereby we could judge, as Smith
claims, it wouldn’t be a moral process at all. If we were captive of our judgment, we would be captive
of our own point of view, of our own “character, beliefs and values”, and it would not only be the Nazi
whom we couldn’t understand. It would also be the person from another culture, for instance, who
sometimes has reactions quite different from ours. Such reactions would be judged at best irrational,
at worst the feature of an inferior culture. To sum up, judgment on the base of sympathy can entail
intolerance. If we only could sympathise with people, there would always be some reaction we could
never understand, because the “character, beliefs and values” it presupposes are too far from ours. It
seems to me this is a mistake we often tend to commit, because sympathy really is easier than
empathy, as the extreme example of the Nazi has shown us. It is a normal reflexe to try to understand
others in light of our own personality. But in so doing we miss what is probably the most important
lesson of empathy.
I said that empathy in itself entails no judgment. But I also said that it was an opening on morality,
and that it allows us to apprehend moral values. Is this contradictory? I don’t think so. The moral values
that it allows us to seize is indeed what will allow us to judge in the end, to approve or disapprove ;
but when we apprehend the good and the bad for the other, we don’t judge : we just notice what is
good or bad for this person. Afterwards we can compare with the good and the bad for us or some
further person, trying to generalise about what is universally painful or pleasant for human beings, and
subsequently reach definitive moral values. We can conclude that in general pleasure and pain are
respectively good and bad ; we can notice that masochism, for instance, is exceptionnal, and decide
that in that precise case pain is not so bad, because it is above all pleasant for the masochist. We
can’t, however, generalise this value. For that matter, because what is important in the end for the
masochist is still pleasure, even if it is a pleasure taken from pain, he or she is not such a contraditory
exemple. What is behind that kind of reflections are the moral truths that the process of empathy
literally embodies : that the other is another “myself”, and that his or her interests are significant too.
Empathy thus gives us tools for moral approval or disapproval ; but in itself it is just apprehending from
the inside the interests of others.
So, as I wrote, in particular, empathising with an immoral person can allow us to apprehend that this
person has not entered in the empathic process himself or herself when he or she should have. Indeed,
I think that this is what fudamentally characterises the immoral person : indifference. Vetlesen uses
the same term to define immoral behaviour and says that being indifferent is to miss the human
dimension of a situation. Vetlesen discusses the case of the Nazis, and I think that, indeed, racism is
the best exemple of indifference, an indifference about a complete category of people : the racist
generally thinks that these people are too radically different from him or her. In this way he or she
justifies the fact that he or she never enters in an empathic process with them, which prevents him or
her from apprehending from the inside and recognising his or her similarity in nature with the victims
of his or her racism.
Racists often say about the victims targets of their racism that “they are like animals”. Not only is
this a mistake, but even animals deserve our empathy. Insofar as they can feel pain and pleasure, we
can try to understand them from the inside. Of course, it is probably the more difficult empathy to
achieve, because trying to reconstitute the exact point of view of an animal is stricto sensu impossible,
since we are human and have even essentially more complex abilities of representation. But we are
able to recognise the fact hat they perceive for instance something painful, and thus feel pain with
3

Think about the novel of Albert Camus, The Stranger : we usually don’t see any problem with the reading of a book whose hero is a really
immoral man ; in reading it we understand how his lack of emotions seem to be the source of the problem. That’s what I have in mind about
empathising with immoral people : we can learn from that, about the kind of mistakes they do and that a moral person has to avoid.
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them. This is how empathy opens up to morality : in opening onto the pain and pleasure of all the
creatures who can feel them.
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Introduction
Over the last decade or so, team-related issues have drawn increasing interest from a wide range of
organizations that rely on teamwork. Nowadays, tasks are becoming more intellectual, work more
collaborative and technology more sophisticated. As situations get increasingly complex, more people
are required for information gathering and management. The importance of teams in the workforce has
been well documented. For example, in aviation safety critical tasks are often performed in teams
(e.g., Wickens, Mavor, & McGee, 1997). Also, the success of medical operations (see Thomas &
Helmreich, 2002), crisis management (e.g., Leplat, 1991, Orasanu, 1994) or military manoeuvres (e.g.,
Graham & Matthews, 1999) depends heavily on the effective performance of teams. In the present
chapter, we review key concepts of teamwork in the context of complex and dynamic environments.
This type of environment is often characterized by changing conditions, time pressure, uncertainty and
an overwhelming amount of information to process. A multitude of stressors may thus be identified:
multiple information sources; incomplete, conflicting information; rapidly changing, evolving scenarios;
time pressure; high work/information load; and threat (see Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1998).
Many definitions of teamwork have been proposed, but one common element is that teamwork is
about several individuals working toward a shared goal (see Salas & Fiore, 2004). For instance, McIntyre
and Salas (1995, p. 11) describe a team as a “set of two or more individuals who interact
interdependently and adaptively to achieve specified, shared and valued objectives”. Each team
member thus has to perform some tasks associated with his or her role within the team. In order to
make an optimal decision information has to be effectively merged among team members. Salas,
Bowers, and Cannon-Bowers (1995) assert that although significant advances have been made in
understanding team processes, much remains to be done. Indeed, a lack of consensus regarding the
delimitation and conceptualization of processes and behaviours critical for team effectiveness is
evident in the literature on teamwork (see Rousseau, Aubé, & Savoie, 2006; Salas, Sims, & Burke,
2005).
1. Teamwork behaviours and team effectiveness
For Cannon-Bowers, Tannenbaum, Salas, and Volpe (1995), team skills refer to behavioural and
cognitive procedures required to perform the task so that the team goal can be attained (henceforth
referred to as teamwork behaviours). Comparatively to individual work, teamwork involves unique
behaviours, such as coordination and information sharing. In that context, behaviours specific to
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teamwork are critical, since individual behaviours are not sufficient for team effectiveness (Stout,
Salas, & Carson, 1994). As pointed out by Cannon-Bowers and Salas (1997), teamwork behaviours are
more than just individual abilities applied to team tasks. In fact, because they cannot be easily
quantified–as opposed, for instance, to team performance–team behaviours constitute one of the most
difficult elements to capture. Consequently, researchers in the team domain have struggled to identify
and operationalize the critical behaviours that allow a team to work effectively (Paris, Salas, &
Cannon-Bowers, 2000).
A long list of teamwork behaviours are identified and described in the literature, and all seem more
or less related to team performance. In the various taxonomies (e.g., Flin & Martin, 2001; Hutchins,
Hocevar, & Kemple, 1999; Paris, et al., 2000) and models (e.g., Essens et al., 2005; Marks, Mathieu, &
Zaccaro, 2001; Salas, Dickinson, Converse, & Tannenbaum, 1992) that have been put forward,
teamwork behaviours most often include communication, adaptability, coordination, performance
monitoring/feedback, team leadership, team situation awareness and decision making, conflict
resolution, information management, and task distribution. Salas et al. (2005) point out that owing to
the lack of consensus among taxonomies and models, there is a need to reduce the number of factors
that are crucial to teamwork. Based on an exhaustive survey of the literature, they propose five core
components to teamwork: team leadership, performance monitoring, backup behaviour, adaptability,
and team orientation (that is, the inclination to consider other team members’ input and behaviours in
the execution of team tasks and to improve individual performance by doing so). While acknowledging
that other variables can affect teamwork, Salas et al. argue that these five elements are the ones with
the greatest impact on team performance and that are identified as important to teamwork in a
majority of taxonomies. The authors also suggest that the successful enactment of these components
requires the presence of three coordination mechanisms between team members: shared mental
models, closed-loop communication, and mutual trust.
From a similar approach of literature review and integration, Rousseau et al. (2006) propose a
comprehensive framework of teamwork behaviours that is structured hierarchically. The authors assert
that teamwork behaviours hold two main functions, regulation of team performance and management
of team maintenance, which are divided into sub-categories of teamwork dimensions. While
management of team concerns personal and inter-personal factors (psychological support and conflict
management), regulation of team performance integrates teamwork behaviours found in several other
taxonomies into four dimensions, that is, preparation of work accomplishment (e.g., mission analysis,
planning), task-related collaborative behaviours (e.g., coordination, information exchange), work
assessment behaviours (e.g., performance monitoring), and team adjustment behaviours (e.g., backing
up behaviours). Rousseau et al. also include a sequential component into their framework, such that
teamwork dimensions are organized according to when they will presumably achieve their intended
effects and contribute to team effectiveness.
2. Team Functioning Elements
The core components proposed by Rousseau et al. (2006) and Salas et al. (2005), as well as the
various taxonomies of processes and behaviours mentioned before, focus almost exclusively on the
human aspect of team functioning. Indeed, processes such as communication, leadership, situation
awareness, and monitoring concern how team members interact with each other. However, in most
work environments, teamwork not only comprises interactions between team members, but also with
the task and the tools available to support its execution. Indeed, a team is part of a network that
includes tools (e.g., support systems), human agents and tasks, over which cognition is distributed. In
that perspective, Rousseau and Price (1995) have promoted a framework referred to as the triad, which
considers that in any work environment, a task has to be achieved by a person with the help of tools
(see Fig. 1). The triad is organized around the premise that the analysis of a given situation such as
complex and dynamic environments must take into account the user, the task and the tools (see also
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Gray & Altman, 2001; Rasmussen, Petersen, & Schmidt, 1990). The relationship between each
component is represented by a simple network in which three nodes are linked on a one-to-one basis.
The task refers to a combination of means set in action to produce a goal-directed output. The system
is a set of tools, usually computerized, developed to support the execution of the task by the user.
With the intrinsic nature of complex and dynamic situations, which involve multiple tasks, tools and
individuals, a framework such as the triad is particularly important in order to represent the
interactions between the three components of the network. In this perspective, the triad can be
expanded to team settings, with multiple tasks and users.
In order to encompass the three components of the triad, Breton et al. (2004; see also Breton &
Rousseau, 2007) propose five Team Functioning Elements (TFEs), that is, factors required to “ensure
that a group of persons are working as a team, the tools used are operating properly together and the
set of tasks are harmonically performed”. Put forward in the context of a NATO Task Group (IST 019,
TG 006) working on “Modelling of Organizations and Decision Architectures”, these elements include
communication, coordination, task allocation, task balancing, and information distribution. The TFEs
are meant to ensure that interactions progress timely and efficiently within the triad, both within and
between nodes. Fig. 1 illustrates how the TFEs are incorporated in the triad framework.
Breton et al. (2004) assert that one advantage of the TFEs is that they are specific enough to allow
analyzing teamwork, while being general enough to enclose other corresponding processes or
behaviours. Here is a brief description of the five TFEs:






Communication: Active exchange of information between team members;
Coordination: Merging, in a logical and coordinated manner, of the actions of different
individuals to execute a task adequately;
Task allocation: Roles and responsibilities allocated to team members in the execution of the
task, in regards to their skills and to the resources available;
Task balancing: Re-allocation of subtasks among team members during the execution of the
task to answer to unexpected events or changes in task demands, in such a way that workload is
distributed optimally;
Information distribution: Most favourable distribution of relevant information from the
environment directly to team members and technological systems with regards to taskwork and
teamwork, and from the systems to team members.
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Fig. 1. Team Functioning Elements in the triad framework (from Breton et al., 2004).
One advantage of this taxonomy is that it considers the three components of the triad framework.
Team functioning elements relate not only to the human components in the system but also to the task
and tool components. The relation of the five TFEs to the three components of the triad varies from
one TFE to another. That is, while some TFEs are more cognitive in nature (e.g., communication),
others are more closely associated with the system aspect of the triad (e.g., information distribution),
and some are related to both the human and system nodes (e.g., task allocation).
3. Critique of the TFEs
There is no doubt that the notions embodied in the five TFEs are critical for team effectiveness.
However, one characteristic of the TFEs, and of other lists of team processes, is the conceptual overlap
and redundancy across elements. Since a team setting is a complex environment with multiple
variables that affect the human, tool and task aspects simultaneously, a certain degree of overlap
between the TFEs is to be expected. Nevertheless, the similarities that arise from the literature
warrant a closer examination. From the literature reviewed, two main areas of overlap emerge, first
between communication and information distribution, and then between task allocation, task balancing
and coordination. This section presents a brief summary of the key assumptions and findings regarding
each TFE along with a critique regarding their potential redundancy and overlapping. In the context of
advancing the study of team functioning and facilitating research endeavours, this critique aims to
determine the extent to which TFEs can be operationalized and eventually measured independently.

3.1 Communication and information distribution
A common definition of communication is the exchange of information between team members.
Communication is a key element in team functioning because it provides information, establishes
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interpersonal relationships and maintains attention to task monitoring. When communication is related
to the task (commands, orders, tactical communication) it is positively related to performance,
whereas poorly performing teams seem to have more difficulty dealing with uncertainty (making more
questions and giving fewer orders) and to emit more statements unrelated to the task (e.g., Bowers,
Jentsch, Salas, & Braun, 1998; Kanki, Lozito, & Foushee, 1989; Williges, Johnston, & Briggs, 1996). This
is consistent with the findings of Cannon-Bowers et al. (1995) suggesting that extensive communication
can be disruptive of team performance. With regards to information distribution, Waern (1998) and
Hinsz, Tindale, and Vollrath (1997) propose that teams can be seen as entities that take information
from their environment to transform it in order to produce a response. While they are acquiring
information, team members are influenced by the way information is distributed in their environment.
For a team to adequately consider a piece of information, it must be distributed in an efficient manner
and to more than one member (e.g., MacMillan, Paley, Levchuk, & Serfaty, 1999).
In the literature, there is often some confusion and an apparent overlap between distribution of
information and exchange of information that can be accomplished via communication between team
members. However, the term communication should be restricted to the exchange of information
between team members and thus, within the triad framework, be represented by a self-referential
connector linked to the human node (team members) Information distribution is concerned with how
the information coming from sources outside the team is distributed to team members and
technological systems, in an adequate and timely manner in accordance with the execution of the task.
Within the team triad model, information distribution involves the three axes linking the world to the
task, tool and team members respectively. Information distribution also occurs on the axis connecting
tools and team members, representing the information flow between team members and sensors via
displays.
In the team triad model, communication and information distribution coincide when the external
source of information is human since in that situation, information distribution is achieved through
human communication. Conceptually, the overlap between these two elements is attributable to the
fact that both refer to the sharing of information between humans, either directly or via
communication systems. In their description of the communication element, Breton et al. (2004) assert
that since this TFE concerns the exchange of information, it is also related to the link between the
team members and the sources of information (world representations). The connection between team
members and the world thus includes both communication and information distribution, which
highlights the overlap between the two TFEs. Although it remains that they usually refer to two
different aspects of the information flow (the information source being within and outside the team
respectively) and may thus be considered as distinct TFEs, the degree of overlap between
communication and information distribution must be acknowledged. We argue that communication and
information distribution are best seen as two stages of a same process. Communicative acts may occur
in both stages, and serve the same function: information allocation. Consequently, we refer to these
team processes as information sharing activities.

3.2 Task allocation, task balancing and coordination
Another source of redundancy among the TFEs relates to the similarities between task allocation,
task balancing and coordination. Task allocation refers to the a priori distribution among team
members of roles and responsibilities associated with the task. Two main factors have been
investigated in relation to task allocation: team structure and workload. In terms of team structure,
Hollenbeck (2000) suggests that instead of trying to determine a single best structure, there must be an
external (environment vs. team structure) and internal (team structure vs. team members) fit. A good
fit at the internal and external levels is critical for achieving good performance. Task allocation must
be appropriate in regards to both the mission to be accomplished and team members’ abilities and
expertise. Workload is also a critical variable in task allocation (e.g., Urban, Bowers, Monday, &
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Morgan, 1995). Indeed, for task allocation to contribute to team effectiveness, the level of workload
associated with a given task must be considered when distributing task demands to team members.
Task balancing corresponds to an online process responsible for the reallocation of tasks among team
members in response to unexpected fluctuations in workload, in such a way that task demands are
better distributed. Task balancing can be seen as a process similar to task allocation, save that it
occurs online rather than prior to the execution of the task. Hoc and Debernard (2002) suggest that
task allocation is too static for a complex environment and not adaptive. Comparatively, Porter et al.
(2003) propose that ‘backing-up behaviours’ allow a team to adjust to online variations in workload.
This concept refers to the degree to which team members effectively help each other performing their
roles. Thus, backing-up behaviours tend to occur when a team member’s workload becomes too high
while other members are under-utilized.
Coordination also occurs in the course of the task, and generally refers to the merging and mutual
adjustment of activities between team members on one hand, and between team members and tools
on the other hand, in accordance with the task to be executed (Breton et al., 2004). Situating
coordination in a context of complex and dynamic situations, Espinosa, Lerch, and Kraut (2004) propose
that coordination consists in efficiently managing dependencies between tasks, resources and team
members. Cannon-Bowers, Salas, and Converse (1993) add that shared mental models are a key
element in explaining how a team coordinates, adapts and anticipates, as they provide a set of
knowledge and expectations about others’ behaviours.
Various redundancies arise among these three TFEs; in particular, between task allocation and task
balancing, as well as between each of these two TFEs and coordination. First, a close parallel can be
drawn between task balancing and task allocation, since task balancing corresponds to an online form
of task allocation. For instance, in the empirical study of task allocation, one variable of interest is the
impact of team structure (e.g., Diedrich et al., 2002; Moon et al., 2004). In this context, the notion of
asymmetric adaptability put forward by Moon et al. involves an element of planning associated with
task allocation, and is related to task balancing since team structure is adapted during the execution of
the task to answer to contextual changes. Task allocation and task balancing can thus be seen as
reflecting the same process distributed in time.
Task balancing also overlaps with coordination. In fact, as defined in the literature, the concept of
coordination is general enough to encompass the online nature of task balancing and the offline aspect
of task allocation. Indeed, two of the five coordination mechanisms identified by Franz, Prince,
Cannon-Bowers, and Salas (1990), adaptability and mission analysis, directly coincide with task
balancing and task allocation, respectively. More precisely, adaptability is redundant with task
balancing because it supposes that team members use backing-up behaviours to help each other in case
of workload escalation. Furthermore, mission analysis is similar to task allocation, since it refers to the
planning of subtasks included in the mission, and translates into behaviours such as devising long-term
and short-term plans, structuring tasks and objectives, and critiquing existing plans (e.g., Fowlkes et
al., 1994).
Consequently, an argument could be made that task balancing is a component of task allocation or
coordination. This is not to undermine the importance of an adaptive mechanism such as task balancing
in teamwork, but rather to take into account the fact that task balancing comprises fundamental
characteristics of both TFEs. Both task allocation and task balancing could be considered as part of the
coordination process if we define coordination activities as the set of (teamwork) behaviours necessary
for the online enactment of taskwork, which varies in function of the requirements that follow from
the allocation of subtasks at a given point in time.
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4. A “reduced” taxonomy of TFEs
Breton et al. (2004) propose a set of TFEs that take into consideration the fact that teamwork not
only comprises interactions between team members, but also with the task and the tools available to
support its execution. However, a conclusion that emerges from the critical examination of the TFEs is
that with regards to conceptual operationalization, it is difficult to establish a clear-cut distinction
between the five elements. Alas, this may hinder their applicability to applied settings and limit
empirical measurement and validation.
To answer the need to further synthesize team functioning elements and to account for the
interrelations between team members, tasks and tools, we propose a taxonomy that aims to be both
parsimonious and generic enough to be applicable in various types of team settings. We assert that in
the context of the cognitive dimensions associated with teamwork, this reduction is conceptually valid
and will facilitate the operationalization and measurement of teamwork processes. The classification of
factors critical for team effectiveness we offer considers the two main areas of overlap identified in
the TFEs, and distinguishes between information sharing activities and coordination activities. The first
component of this reduced set of TFEs, information sharing, acknowledges the area of overlap
identified between communication and information distribution and collapses these notions into a
single TFE. Thus, information sharing activities concern the information flow among team members,
tools, and the context (world) in which the task is executed, and are specifically related to
communication between team members (and information systems) on one hand and information
distribution from external sources to team members on the other hand.
The second component of the taxonomy, coordination activities, acknowledges the other main
overlap among the TFEs, that is, between task allocation, task balancing and coordination. It consists in
efficiently managing dependencies between subtasks, resources and individuals both offline and online.
These activities are achieved in relation to task allocation, the a priori planning of team members’
roles and responsibilities in regards to task demands, and to task balancing, the adjustment of
workload allocation during the execution of the task. These three coordination activities can be taken
as a whole because they jointly have a single purpose, a same function: the successful establishment
and functioning of distributed processes within the team. Thus, in light of Rousseau et al.’s (2006)
sequential framework of teamwork behaviours, these two factors span the preparation,
accomplishment, evaluation and adjustment dimensions of teamwork.
As mentioned previously, we believe that the reduced set of TFEs is particularly useful by providing
a synthesis of key behaviours at a conceptual level that is sufficiently general to be applied to a variety
of team situations. Table 1 shows that most team behaviours identified in the literature fall into either
one of these two categories.
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Table 1. The reduced set of TFEs as a synthesis of team-related concepts
Information sharing activities

Coordination activities

Crew briefing

Coordination (TFE)

Communication (TFE)

Task allocation (TFE)

Information distribution (TFE)

Task balancing (TFE)

Information management

Adaptability

Information exchange

Backup behaviour
Goal setting
Leadership
Mission analysis
Monitoring
Performance feedback
Preparation/planning
Workload management

In the context of complex and dynamic environments, team concepts are intrinsically distributed
both in time and in space. Acknowledging this fact allowed us to collapse previously distinct TFEs such
as task allocation and task balancing into a single process that is distributed in time. Teamwork
behaviours may thus have various stages (temporal aspects) or layers (physical aspects, e.g.,
organizational levels), such as the external (information distribution) and internal (communication)
allocation of information. In the context of the triad, information (world), roles (human node),
resources/tools (tool node), and subtasks (task node) are necessarily distributed in time and space. The
triad network implies a mapping of the allocation of these four elements between the nodes.
Coordination is the satisfaction of spatio-temporal dependencies specific to this mapping.
Reconsidering our classification of TFEs into two primary functions (information sharing and
coordination), there seems to remain one important area of overlap. Indeed communication occurs in
both types of activities. This redundancy comes from the interpersonal aspect of coordination
activities: as soon as communication occurs within any coordination process there is some kind of
information sharing. We believe this conceptual overlap can be resolved by distinguishing the purpose
of communication, either associated with information exchange or with the coordination of activities.
The taxonomy we propose mostly focuses on the cognitive dimension involved in teamwork within
the context of complex and dynamic environments. Although various social and personality variables
(e.g., motivation, conflict resolution) are not taken into account, this by no means signifies that we
discard the influence of such factors on teamwork. It is rather an acknowledgement that teamwork is a
complex process that can hardly be entirely described and explained within a single framework.
Conclusions
Our review of team concepts has highlighted numerous situational factors as well as individual and
team behaviours that impact on team effectiveness. A survey of the relevant literature made it clear,
however, that the set of critical factors for team effectiveness remains a matter of debate, and
researchers in the team domain have struggled to operationalize these factors. Consequently,
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numerous taxonomies of team behaviours have been proposed and various authors have proposed
models of team effectiveness that incorporate a variety of classifications.
To answer the need to synthesize teamwork behaviours or team functioning elements, we propose a
reduced set of factors of team effectiveness that aims to be both parsimonious and generic enough for
various types of team settings. This classification of factors that are critical for team effectiveness
distinguishes between information sharing activities and coordination activities, which we define as
follows:


Information sharing activities: Information flow among team members, tools, and the context
(world) in which the task is executed.



Coordination activities: Efficient management of dependencies between subtasks, resources
and individuals both offline and online.

Importantly, these two components take into account the interrelations between team members,
tasks and tools, and between each of these elements and the context (world) in which they take place.
This aspect is crucial for the analysis of team functioning in complex and dynamic environments and
constitutes a distinction from a majority of taxonomies in the literature. Research activities in the
domain of teamwork–across a multitude of field and laboratory settings–have given rise to a wide
diversity of methodologies and findings. Thus the variety of theoretical constructs and their
entanglement represent an admittedly considerable challenge when attempting to distinguish and test
specific concepts in team research. The conceptual synthesis we propose may facilitate the
operationalization of team functions for research purposes.
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CHAPTER IV
COGNITIVE HYPOTHESIS IN THE REVERSIBLE DESTINIY ARCHITECTURE OF ARAKAWA
AND GINS
Russell Hughes
Sschool of Architecture and Design
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (Australia)

In the introduction to The Embodied Mind4 (1991) Varela, Thompson and Rosch declare …
“This book begins and ends with the conviction that the new sciences need to enlarge their
horizon to encompass both lived human experience and the possibilities for transformation
inherent in human experience. Ordinary, everyday experience, on the other hand, must enlarge
its horizon to benefit from the insights and analysis that are distinctly wrought by the sciences
of the mind …
They continue …
Our view is that the current style of investigation (between science and experience) is limited
and unsatisfactory, both theoretically and empirically, because there remains no direct, hands
on approach to experience with which to complement science …
Our concern is to open a space of possibility in which the circulation between cognitive science
and human experience can be fully appreciated and to foster the transformative possibilities of
human experience in a scientific culture”.
As a continuation of the work of the French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Varela, Thompson
and Rosch call for the need to understand emergent cognitive properties via the circularity or
recursivity between our inner, physical, biological bodies, and the experiential, outer,
phenomenological body that intersects the world. However, as Merleau-Ponty originally pointed out,
science and philosophy address experience always in a manner that is after the fact, being theoretical
disciplines that engage experience as reflection. What is required therefore, is to address this
circularity from within lived experience as it occurs.
To further complicate the call from Varela, Thompson and Rosch, given that contemporary
understandings of cognition are the result of bottom up “spontaneously emergent properties”, the
transformative potential within this hypothesis must be engaged by not only mind, but the embodied
sensorium that produces it. This definition by necessity must also encompass realms that extend
beyond the epidermal surface of the body. In this respect it can be stated that the environmental
surround is as much a part of cognition as is brain and body, and whose inclusion is integral to the
success of any project investigating emergent cognitive properties. Therefore, to access the
“transformative” potential inherent within this circularity or recursivity between science and
experience, what is required is the creation of a practice that offers the opportunity to examine (and,
4
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ideally experiment upon) the entrenchment of cognition within an embodied/cultural context, as it
happens in the immediacy of lived, moment to moment experience.
Using this foundational understanding my aim here is to illustrate the way the discipline of
Architecture, specific to the tactically posed built discourses of Shusaku Arakawa and Madeline Gins,
affords Cognitive Science the opportunity to explore the transformative possibilities contained within
the emergent cognitive hypothesis. Here it will be argued that the architectural procedures of Arakawa
and Gins not only provide a space through which science and experience can mutually enlarge their
horizons (before the fact as architecture precedes experience), for they also enable the possibility for
a procedural architecture to be detailed in such a way so as to directly intersect, and to various
degrees manipulate this circularity or recursive loop between science and experience; between the
cognised body and the architecture that produces it. Here I will be suggesting to Cognitive Science
practitioners that the domain of architecture, specific to that of Arakawa and Gins, should be
understood as a vital if not indispensable procedural tool through which the transformative potential
claimed by Varela, Thompson and Rosch, can be made manifest.
The striking complementarity between the insights of Cognitive Science and the architecture of
Arakawa and Gins is of little coincidence. On the cover of their 2002 publication Architectural Body,
they offer an explanation as to why they chose this hybrid as their title.
“We wanted it because it signalled the connection between what we do, and work being done in
the fields of self organisation, autopoiesis, artificial life, and consciousness studies”5.
Arakawa and Gins have been aware of the importance of the emergent, enactive paradigm in
Cognitive Science long before the publication of The Embodied Mind. Indeed, the designs and
innovations of Arakawa and Gins 45 year collaboration deliver architectural procedures that are
predicated on the very foundational assumptions of Cognitive Science as they appear in one the earliest
articulations of it, namely Maturana and Varela’s Autopoiesis and Cognition: The Realization of the
Living. Here, Maturana and Varela’s understanding of the biological origins of cognition is resonant with
Arakawa and Gins own movement of the body outward. Matin Rosenberg6 offers a detailed account
explaining the explicit analogical linkages between Arakawa and Gins and Maturana and Varela. Here
the principle heuristic elements of Arakawa and Gins analogically conform to key terms from Maturana
and Varela, they being “Embodiment” with the “Organism that Persons”, “Autopoiesis” with “Landing
Sites”, “Structural Coupling” with a “Tentative Construction Toward a Holding in Place”, and the
“Consensual Domain” with Arakawa and Gins notion of the “Architectural Surround”. In Architectural
Body it is the Chapter on “Landing Sites” that addresses the process of circularity between the cognised
body and that within which it moves in acute detail. This account insists that the necessarily cognitive
nature of biological processes can be engaged and transformed by constructing an architecture that
forces the cognised body to pay exceedingly close attention to the way it encounters the world. The
practice of observing the way the cognised body couples with, or to use the Arakawa and Gins
terminology cleaves to its surrounds, affords the observer the opportunity to address the circularity
between it and the world that produces it. It is here, in this in-between space or entredeux between
reflection and experience, that the “charged potentiality” of emergent cognitive properties can be
made manifest. Though there is not the time here to detail these analogical linkages in explicit detail,
the strong thematic resonances will become clearer through an exploration of one of their key
architectural works, The Yoro “Site of Reversible Destiny Park” in Gifu, Japan.
5
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First of all however, in order to understand how their architecture intersects and augments
emergent cognitive potential, I will need to explore some of the early background investigations of
Arakawa and Gins as they were articulated through the mediums of painting and poetry, and in turn
how these lines of enquiry that began in two dimensions come to inform their present trajectories that
encompass three, and, ambitiously, attempt to engage the fourth dimension, that being time.
Arakawa’s early paintings (1961-73) represent what appear to be semi finished sketches that
sometimes look like technical drawings against backgrounds of white and varying shades of brown. The
purpose of these two dimensional representations is to signify “blankness” as a neutral positing, in the
sense that blank is a “holding open” of the compulsion toward the standard artistic practice of
conceptual and cognitive colonisation toward a predetermined end. The concept of blank draws our
attention to the multiple points of interpretation contained within open endedness, as opposed to the
definitive teleological fixity that much artistic practice strives for, and is habitually accustomed to.
The visual argument in these paintings is that painting as an activity abstracts from nature, narrowing
down and essentialising experience. Abstract thought is the frame that apprehends the open
endedness of meaning, defining and positioning a text in exclusive, unequivocal terms. In this respect
much of Arakawa’s early work remains untitled (the actual title), which itself is an act of resistance to
the etymological determinism that comes with labels that posit in explicit terms what it is we are
meant to understand and experience from artistic productions.
Arakawa’s paintings function as possibilities for reconstruction, involving “not so much the play of
sensibilities as they do the experience of reflection”7. In this way Arakawa wants to problematise how
we “speak and enquire about what we hold as knowledge, especially visual knowledge”8. The blankness
that is produced in these works is not so much about nothing or non-sense, as it is about the “charged
potentiality” that becomes apparent when our intentions of the way we read texts are questioned,
confused and disorientated. A central key to Arakawa’s work, (and the subsequent architectural
productions that operate along similar lines), is the frustration of the expectation of predetermination
in the consumption of texts, which forces into play a series of openings between the text and our
cognising of it. In this sense the site of blank operates as a middle way or entredeaux, an opening of
the circular loop between experience and reflection. Crucially, the paintings do not so much conflate
painting and experience, or operate in the gap between them, as respond to their dynamic reciprocity.
As a device for short-circuiting cognitive and conceptual processes, Arakawa’s use of blankness is
the platform from which the possibility for cognitive and conceptual liberation is launched. But as you
may have noted in this last sentence, these two dimensional representations are specific to a liberation
predicated on visual experience alone. Though Arakawa’s larger canvases do engage the body to a
degree (some experience a feeling of vertigo standing before the larger canvasses), it is this need to
concentrate on the body, to target its receptive centres in their entirety (as the paradigm of bottom up
emergence dictates), that the two dimensional artist and his poetic partner turn to architecture. By
translating these principles from two to three dimensions, Arakawa and Gins theoretical trajectory
works toward a more comprehensive engagement of the cognised body within a tactile, tangibly
embedded, “sensorially” charged space. In this sense, architecture that is “tactically posed”
challenges, interrogates, frustrates and disrupts the predetermined, habitual, sedentary practices of
modern living, and the teleologically driven end points that govern it. However, given this challenge, it
can be said that Arakawa and Gins goal has moved beyond mere blankness, for their procedural
architecture involves an active reconstituting of these cognitive and conceptual processes in a more
7
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life affirming direction, to a direct manifestation of what they call “crisis ethics” involving human
civilisation. It is through this notion of “crisis ethics” that we are introduced to the “reversible destiny”
hypothesis central to their endeavours. “Crisis Ethics” is Arakawa and Gins response to the “mortal
defeatism” they argue governs our species, and is the definitive claim they make in regards to the
transformative potential of the cognised body within a tactically posed architectural surround. Arakawa
and Gins argue that the transformative potential for cognitive and conceptual liberation may indeed
entail the possibility that through such architectural procedures, we may indeed not need to die!
To illustrate this point architecturally a good place to start is to consider what is actually wrong
with normative architectural practice, as it stands. It is argued by several theorists (Bergson, Poincare,
Rosenberg), that human cognitive freedom became lost with the imposition of a Newtonian grid of time
and space onto experience9. This occurred with the appearance of technologies of clock time and
calculus utilised by governments to regulate and control human and social behaviour. Such a condition
extends to the domain of architecture, in-particular contemporary architecture, which Arakawa and
Gins argue ignores much of its primary function, to be first and foremost at the service of the body.
Contemporary architecture is insufficiently procedural, that is, it is “comfort” architecture that
presupposes identity and fails to ask much of the body. Still laden with the latent architectural
heritage of buildings as monuments or mausoleums, as “tombs for the dead”, much of popular
contemporary architecture abstracts, and thus detracts, from the open-ended potential within human
nature; once again narrowing down and essentialising experience.
In this capacity we can critique the contemporary emergence of the “Smart Home” that automates
and electronically sensitises the environment in order to read its user inhabitants habitual patterns of
behaviour, regulating the surrounds accordingly. The Smart Home, by satiating all pleasure and
comfort, by solving every dimension of experience to a problem-less living, produces a proportionately
“dumber” human, one kneaded and coaxed into domestication and sublimation by an architecture of
seduction and sedation. In this way, standard architectural practice is not dissimilar to the model of
“learned helplessness” as it is understood in behavioural psychology. Arakawa and Gins architectural
works are the antithesis to this kind of logic. Through the deployment of procedural tools that confuse,
disorientate and question the body’s relationship to its surrounds, their spaces produce effects that are
tentative and highly uncertain, inducing a sense of open ended possibility which works to resist all
compulsions toward habit, routine, acceptance, inevitability, and any other kind of corporeal or
conceptual determination.

The Yoro “Site of Reversible Destiny Park” in Japan is perhaps the most significant of Arakawa
and Gins works in this respect. Nothing if not science fictional in the way it rearranges elements in
the world, one of the key purposes in the design of the park is to induce a sense of danger with
respect to balance. The question of balance in relation to embodied cognition is apparent in the way
that a tentatively anticipated free fall, induced by the elliptical fields of the site, becomes the
central concern of all proprioceptive and kinaesthetic motor activity, as these systems become alert
and highly tentative, “at the ready” for the abrupt and random changes in terrain and perspective
the body experiences in incremental degrees as it moves through the site. As Rosenberg articulates
it …
“The sheer difficulty of negotiating the terrain may serve to reorient and reconfigure the mind’s
relationship with the body at a moment when the body must feel its way through an environment
9
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with so few dependable visual cues as to render a person blind ... One can barely edge from one
moment to another, reconfiguring one’s relationship to the terrain only as fast as the
reorientated mind can process ... When one is inside the elliptical field, one cannot resort to a
bird’s eye perspective that could help track prospective hurdles and hazards. Only the will to
experience vertigo can enable a visitor to continue, to test the capacity of the body (from below)
to process unthinkingly through”10.
What we can see from this brief excursion into Yoro is the way the architecture is tactically
posed so as to deliberately question the body’s relationship to its surrounds. Though Yoro is perhaps
the most extreme example of the discombobulating nature of Arakawa and Gins architectural work,
the same principles are nonetheless inherent within all of their architectural productions that
extend from the construction of houses, lofts and apartments, to the proposed reversible destiny
hotel and draft potential for construction of an entire “reversible destiny” city. The underlying
theme resonant among all these sites is the endeavour to disrupt the sedentary practices common to
the cultural economy of contemporary architecture. It is argued that to inhabit these spaces is to
enact an ongoing bodily movement leading to direct health promotion with respect to the body’s
circulatory, endocrine and muscular systems. The focus on balance specifically (and the danger of
losing it) is a key tool used in the extraction of proprioceptive and kinaesthetic potentials from the
body. In this sense the architecture functions as a kind of proprioceptive, kinaesthetic antagonist,
stimulating and augmenting the dormant potentials within these largely unexplored, biologically
determined cognitive capacities.
With experience embedded in a context that is no longer understood through the past tense of
reflection, but the present tense of the “immediate”, the circularity or recursivity between
reflection and experience becomes more readily cognised, and in turn accelerated, perhaps even
exponentialised. Drawing on metaphorical descriptions of the way the architecture can bring a
greater intimacy between humans and their environment, Arakawa and Gins employ the example of
the snail to illustrate the way architecture can increase its proximity to the body, so as to wear it is
a second, third, fourth and counting skin.
I think a more fitting example for our purposes, and the way an intimate structural coupling
between an organism and its environment can produce exponential possibilities, is through Andy
Clarke’s description of the fluid dynamics of certain fish in his book Being There; Putting Brain, Body
and World Together Again. Here he uses the “Tale of the Tuna” to describe the way select fishes
appear to defy the laws of physics in their capacities for propulsion and manoeuvrability. The
argument begins with the illogic that Dolphins are simply not strong enough to propel themselves at
the speeds to which they do. According to the Triantafyllou brothers, this extraordinary swimming
efficiency of certain fishes is due to an …
“… evolved capacity to exploit and create additional forces of kinetic energy in the watery
environment. Such fishes, it seems, exploit aquatic swirls, eddies, vortices and pressure
gradients, in turn using them to support speedy and agile behaviour”11.
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Here the organism in question has such a sophisticated evolutionary intimacy with the
environment that produces it, that its capacity for swimming defies the “laws” of its perceived
biomechanical limitation. This capacity is predicated on its tentative “at the ready” monitering and
massaging of the fluid dynamics at any given point in time, that changes with each distribution of
time and space in accordance with every new set of parameters that define its situation. Responding
to minute changes as they happen, summonsing all it can in the cognising of each specific point in
time without the encumbering “guidance” of teleologically determined end points (the abstracted
“human” goals of reflection severed from experience), is what Arakawa and Gins are suggesting we
do via the construction of architectural procedures tailored specifically to such biomechanical “law”
defying possibilities inherent within the dormant cognitive potentials of the body.
This raises one last essential point I feel needs to made with respect to the heuristic trajectory
of Arakawa and Gins and the foundational assumptions of the Cognitive Science that is integral to
the production of it. In the opening lines of Architectural Body, Arakawa and Gins state the need to
recognise ourselves (and the species from which we emanate) as “puzzle creatures”.
“Who or what are we as this species? Puzzle creatures to ourselves, we are visitations of
inexplicability … We must surely go to all possible lengths to find out what we exist in regard to …
(we) want to find out, what is indeed the case for those who sniff around this planet … (for) we,
the members of this species, have thus far failed to come up with a set of explanatory statements
that could be universally countenanced as the definitive figuring out of ourselves”12.
Contrary to the common practice of “solving” in “concrete” terms this ontological mystery,
Arakawa and Gins do not seek to redress this with the positing of an abstract scheme or knowledge
with which to overcome and “know” it, rather it is the very uncertainty of our being that Arakawa
and Gins embrace as the definitive guiding principle for an architecture that must avoid stasis and
the teleological determinisms that encumber it, if it is to engage experience as it happens in order
to yield the dynamic cognitive potentials contained therein.
Within this context of uncertainty I would like to address one final point relevant to the perhaps
neglected heritage of Cognitive Science, and how key elements of this past may be useful in
reconfiguring our relationship or intimacy with the world as we experience it architecturally.
Cognitive Science as it is currently defined grew from of the era of Cybernetics, many of the
assumptions for which came out of the Post WWII Macy Conferences, in particular, the research of
Norbert Weiner and his analysis of Cybernetic Information Theory. Weiner’s investigations deliver a
key insight into the notion of uncertainty as a guiding principle with which to resist the terminal
nature of entropy or noise in cybernetic informational systems, be they humans or machines. Weiner
notes that for a system to fend off the encroachment of Noise or entropic decay, it must be able to
…
“… respond flexibly to changing situations, learning from the past, (and) freely adapting its
behaviour to meet new circumstances, succeeding in preserving homeostatic stability in the midst
of even radically altered environments. Nimbleness is an essential weapon in this struggle, for to
repeat mindlessly and mechanically is to inevitably let noise (or entropy) win. Noise (entropy) has
the best chance against rote repetition where it goes to work at once to introduce randomness.
But a system that already behaves unpredictably is not so easily subverted. If a Gibbesian
12
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universe implies eventual information death, it also implies a universe in which the best shot for
success lies in flexible behaviour”13.
As a process that works to resist noise or entropy in the case of cybernetic information theory, be
they humans or machines, highlights the primacy of uncertainty as the principle organisational
methodology in any reversible destiny hypothesis. Arakawa and Gins architectural procedures,
predicated on the notion of the species as “puzzle creatures”, recasts their vision for the species
from this contradictory “platform” of uncertainty. For Cognitive Science it is this forgotten heritage
that is crucial to the renegotiation and recasting of our cognitive bodies toward the transformative
potentials contained within; a vital, incremental step toward realising the transformative possibility
at the heart of the new cognitive enterprise.
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CHAPTER V
HOW TO THINK AUTONOMY AND SAFETY FOR THE MARS MANNED EXPLORATION
MISSION ? DESIGN AND DECISIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR SAFETY (D.I.S.S)
Stéphane Grès & Jean-François Guyonnet,
UTC – TSH Costech – BP 60319 Compiegne - France

For the Mars manned mission, the need to assure the autonomy14 and safety of the entire exploration
system is an immense task, both from a human and a technological standpoint, and especially during
the design process stage. The exploration team will require an integrated technological system able to
enhance its autonomy and safety at each step of the mission15. What is needed is an open, selflearning and reliable system16 able to self-adapt in dangerous and unforeseen situations. The foremost
risk that we have identified with respect to the design process is that of conceiving the exploration
system (which will support the mission) as a closed system, and not as an open system17. The second
risk is our concern that the centralised models of security available today may well not be sufficient to
respond to the security challenges of human long distance and duration exploration missions. Our
objective is to design a security system able to respond both to a complex technological system and to
an unknown and potentially destabilising environment (Mars). We want to show the articulation
between the security of the exploration team and the thought process that manages the design process
[*18]. What we will describe is a proactive Decisional Information System for Security (D.I.S.S.), a
complex information system with a memory capable of assuring the needs of a long duration human
exploration mission. The basic life principles, in particular those of the immune system, should be able
to guide us in improving the epistemological design of the security system. We will present a model
and a method able to manage the DISS design in relation with its need of co-operation and
interdisciplinary.
1. Introduction and objectives
Our objective is the co-operative design of a security system able to respond to the requirements of an
unknown and potentially destabilising environment (solar system perimeter). We want to show the
articulation between security and the thought process that manages the design of the exploration
system.
We propose to improve the security of a long-distance manned exploration mission of long duration
(a stay on Mars of 550 days). Those two aspects call for the conception of a design particularly suited
for an exploration system intrinsically autonomous and reliable. Our objective will be to orchestrate
the transition from a centralised design to a co-operative approach better able to respond to the
security challenge. For Human space flight in the solar system, the distance involved and the need for
an autonomous system make us consider the demonstration of security in classic empirical-analytical
terms as problematic.
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The analysis of a series of accidents in the domain of high risks technology show us the limits of the
empirical-analytical paradigm and of the models based on them currently being used in spatial
engineering [2]. The technical exploration system needs to be able to respond to complex systemic
requirements to support a spatial Human autonomous exploration for long mission duration.
Concerning the thought process (safety of thinking), the first risk that we have identified is that of
conceiving of the open system in a closed one. This risk is enhanced by the multiple forms or
configurations the exploration system might take during the travel. These configurations are
unpredictable because of the complexity of the organization and the use of a large and various range of
technology. Systemic risks may arise due to the limits of the centralized models of organization, limits
which are indeed very perceptible on earth and in orbit (in the case of systemic accidents [6]). From
this problematic emerge certain specific requirements for the design. It is necessary to :
Give to the exploration system new capabilities, such as autonomy and cognition
To make the conception process safe and reliable, especially concerning the socio-technical
integration of the GEX (Coupling Human-Machine).
More precisely, the autonomous capacity of the system must be augmented in accordance with a
continuous learning process to be renewed in function of time and space. This process makes possible
the rapid adaptation of the system to numerous configurations, neither identified nor modelled in
advance (Figure n°1). The basic life principles and particularly the immune system should be able to
guide us in our effort to improve the epistemological design of the security system. Due to fact that the
exploration system is deployed in a relatively un-known environment, we think that this is the key to
the success of the Mars manned mission. Knowledge is partially uncertain and analogised because it is
based essentially upon terrestrial data.
The exploration system must develop the “normal” properties attributed to any cognitive entity. These
are :
1. The ability to perceive and to act (sensory motor loop)
2. The link between perception and action is mediated by the merging properties of recurrence,
which resemble a process network (operational closure in the sense of F. Varela).
Its action could be controlled by its perception, in such a way that the meaning constraints of the
interaction field satisfy those of the environment.
2. Continuous safety improvement (autonomy and cognition)A closer look at decision
2.1 From Decisional information system for security (DISS)
The continuous improvement process of security must be deployed as an integrated Human-technical
system in co-evolution. Like a body mind organism it will then be able to run a constantly renewed
conscious process of it own states in interaction with the environment. This design philosophy has 2
main objectives :
To keep an adaptive process going between Man and his environment, by means of an
interactive technical system.
To avoid the risk of conceiving an open system in a closed one, with a Human centred
methodology (model of interpersonal communication).
As a guide, we can use the image of an autonomous life system able to memorise dangerous or
favourable events for survival.
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Our hypothesis is that the capacity of autonomy is linked with the cognitive abilities of the system
as a whole. It is an operational closure that merges from its interaction with the environment following
a series of constraints derived from structural properties of the organisation.
In a previous article dedicated to the Human Space Exploration Mission (“Decisional Information
System for Safety [DISS]), we proposed a DISS which makes the link between the actor system and the
technical system. Its mission is to protect the exploration team and its mission in creating a favourable
environment for decision making processes in unpredictable situations. We will develop this in part 6.
The mission of the DISS is to enhance the team’s decision making process when time allows, and to
enable it to solve complex problems regarding the open system in critical situations and when the time
span is short.
We aim to design a safe exploration system in accordance with a set of entities in synergy. This allows
for the creation of an enhanced viability domain for the mission. This point of view led us to fix as
principal objective a life principles oriented design. This strategy is not a prescriptive strategy linked
with the choice of optimal solution for the architecture of the exploration system. Many experiments
on earth and in space have confirmed that anticipation reasoning fails in relatively half-unknown
environments.
2.2 Adaptability and extension process of consciousness
The project of solar exploration needs an increasing degree of consciousness in relation to the
demands of the environment. In order to avoid and resolve the explosive combinatory possibility risks
and to increase the cognitive capacities we have founded our thinking on fecundity logic proper to
basic life principles. Figure 1 shows those interactions at the heart of the life process and which are
deployed between variety and unity in a co-dependent relation favourable to consciousness. But the
process must be balanced continuously in order to maintain the system identity over the entire life
cycle.

From Henry Atlan 1979

FIGURE 1. Unity and Variety

2.3. Three requirements to respond to the objective of increased safety
In the reference design mission, the long duration (near 1000 days), the scientific objectives and the
dimensional constraints of the technical system (350 to 500 t. in low earth orbit) oblige us to
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understand and orchestrate the dynamical interactions between the human and machine agents, first in
the design stage, then in the operational context. In order to answer to the continuous process of
increased security, the system must satisfy at least three requirements.
1. To introduce some nuances (Fuzzy logic) between two categories of phenomena that the
exploration mission will be confronted with (Sharp-Know, Fuzzy-Unknown).
2. Autopoïesis, plasticity and connectivity between agents are to be favorized as much as possible.
The increase of communication between the agents of the system is required to respond to varied
states that might occur in the system.
3. To simulate a large number of hypotheses from the inside of the exploration system. This is to
answer to unforeseeable situations that imply discovery and learning beyond initial memories
includes in the DISS at its conception.
To better understand the problematic in relation with these 3 requirements, we present here a few
characteristics of the design reference mission. The reference scenario describes an international
mission for 2025. Figure 2 shows us the differences from the past Apollo mission. This data helps us to
understand its technological aspects. But the cognitive aspect is also a key to the design of the system
and to the creation of its adaptive skills. We will show a few examples to illustrate this point.
Earth-Moon
• Military crew of 3 members
• Distance 384 400 Km
• Time of travel : 3 days
• Mission : 12 days – 74 h 59 min on the moon (Apollo 17)
Earth-Sun : 149 597 870,691 km (1 U.A)
Earth-Mars
• International crew of 4 to 7 members
• Distance from. 60 to 220 millions Kilometer
• Time of mission : 950 days
FIGURE 2. Earth-Moon / Earth Mars
3. Stakes of the manned mission : design process reliability
An automated system is founded on pre-identified functions, but in the case of a Human mission, we
need an approach which favours the Human quality (and natural aptitude) without drawing closed
limits (or wrapped frame) with disciplines and jobs-skills boundaries.
For a Human mission, the design of the technical system must be determined by the exploration
team’s needs for support. An excessive automation without feed-back from the users creates problems
that are already well known :
User dependency
Fall of contextual creativity
Loss of vigilance
More than coupling Man & Machine, we want to enhance the exploration team and environmental
sensory-motive loop. This can be made by a co-operation process controlled by the interpersonal
communication model. 3 steps (co-operative design group) can be identified for designing a safe
mission :
Reference mission
Accident reference
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History reference
The result of the Human-Human managed interaction will build the informational prosthesis, which
create and increase meaning for the crew (DISS).

The way of organising functional sets of the exploration system has a very large influence on the
design process. It needs both a complementation and alternance approach. Using fuzzy logic can help
to conceive a more reliable mission architecture, which place man at the centre of the exploration
disposal. Indeed, increasing the gradations to close the subsets of functional modules allows for the
development of overall safety and distributes reliability over the entire exploration system.
4. Design of an adaptive system and interdisciplinary
The first aspect, which can help to improve exploration system security, is a dynamic
reconfiguration at each stage of the mission life cycle. 14 stages show the transformation and the
mission perimeters. The knowledge and security needed are not the same at each step. Figure n° 3
shows the chronology and we presume that un-reliability will increase with each new configuration of
the system. These un-reliability picks need to be confronted with non-classic methodology because of
requirements due to the Human crew presence.

FIGURE 3. Chronology
In relation to the 3 requirements described in the part 2.3.: 1.To built gradations: Known-Unknown, 2.
Increase interactions, 3. Enhanced embedded simulations capacity.
This represents a pathway to improve the security disposal for exploration.
a) The security of the crew obliges us to ask the central question : What can we afford to lose ?
This question relates to the design process and produces different answers with at least 2 domains of
knowledge. The possible segmentation and articulations between the 2 domains are : Natural sciences,
and Human sciences (with cognitive sciences). This interdisciplinary articulation is crucial for the
intrinsic improvement of security of the GSE at its conception.
1) In the natural science frame, measurement of loss is : Energy, materials, and the objects to consider
: Vehicle, men, mission
2) In the human and social sciences frame : incapacity to create meaning, and/or inability to extend
the danger perception beyond limits of individual non dissociated entities. The principal statement at
the beginning of this century is the emergence of fuzzy socio-biological-informational entity [8] with
unpredictable behaviours. The September 11 attack and the SARS epidemic are examples that
foreshadow this idea.
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b) Improved security of the crew can not be reduced to an activation of the perception-decision-action
loop in relation with the stage of the life cycle project. There must be improvement process
encapsulated at the heart of the system. It will be :
- Intrinsic, because built and demonstrated during design. In this case the logic and the choice of
models (out of time) allow the avoidance of mistakes analysed in complex current organisations. We
underline again the major risk : To design an open system in a closed one.
- Historical, because the system must memorise the numerous environments that will be recorded.
Each of them has its own particularity and hazard (with regard to the nominal prevented scenario).
c) To improve the security of the mission leads to the analysis of dangerous situations, especially the
situations pointed out an adaptability insufficiency. Those situations can be linked with a priori
scenarios of severe accidents (S3) or past experiences (S1/S2).
This is an example of a situation of non adaptation of the system in a different environment :
S1 – Accident pattern of Challenger and Columbia
S2 – Incident from Apollo
S3 – Bad weather on Mars surface
d) Improved security leads us to show different strategies for solving potential accidents. Resources to
activate for emergency can be various and the delays for problems solving cycles are on different scales
(time, space, and ontology).
From Earth to Mars Resources to activate Type of resources
and from Mars to in order to escape
Earth
from a dangerous
situation
Material
Material
-

-

Data or verbal information’s
Tough’s
-

Informational
...

Scale and unity

n-Months – 3 to 6
months
n-minutes – t< 40
minutes
V=C=0

FIGURE 4. Resources and scales
These 4 aspects show us the necessity to create a team for solving potential problems. It is
important to consider interdisciplinary especially during the design stage. The complex security
problems concern each and every actor in the network of the exploration organisation. Intrinsic
security is founded on the quality of the process of the entire life cycle of the project. A safety culture
is a group responsibility that must be founded on a common reference fund between the designer,
manufacturer and users. This safety culture can be increased to an international identity with a
specific co-operation process and a method to stabilise it. This multicultural identity must be lead by
respect of human being and the variety of life forms.
5. Group dynamic for design and precautions to built the security of an open system
The building and demonstrating of the security of the exploration system will be based on a common
reference fund shared between the designer, the manufacturer and the user. This common reference
fund is partially interdisciplinary. Interdisciplinary could be defined as a novelty (paradigm and
methodology) which emerges form the dynamic group interaction and will lay the basis for a safety
culture. The key point to keep in mind is that the process of proof validation should be specific to each
field of knowledge (Physics, mathematics, politics) and managed with an adequately for a good
integration process:
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Dangers need a physical approach with models and practical tests
Safety needs a mathematical approach with logical reasoning and calculation
Risk needs an economic and political approach with human representation and qualitative
reasoning, but also theory like fuzzy probability and possibility
The conception of an embedded and continuous improvement process to increase security must
advance in relation with a good articulation of the necessary skills and knowledge. The integrity of the
overall exploration system is founded on a reliable interaction and good communication within the
system. That is to say that the design process must be managed by a reliable communication model
(and process) from Man to Man to Machine-machine interrelation.
-

We will not develop in this paper the management methodology to stabilize the cooperation process
but show in a simplified manner what could be the result of this process. We will explain in part 5 the
guidelines and principles for designing the DISS in order to respond the autonomy and cognition
requirements, and then we will discuss DISS objectives and strategies.
6. Guidelines principles for design
As we explain in the introduction, designing an autonomous system for the solar system
exploration is founded on the aptitude to understand, memorise, and to adapt itself in unknown and
surprising environment. More precisely, the life system identity is based on a maintained apparent
stability (homeostasis) and the openness for change (spirit). This change is allowed by the conscious or
unconscious integration of the different levels and relations between them (Figure 3b). The modalities
of integration from a possible to “unknown environment” shape the sphere of success and emergence
of possibilities to save dangerous and unpredictable situations. Survival (avoidance of accidental
death), and survival to itself (continuation of the species) are one the major characteristics of life [11].
In order to favour the conception of a life form system founded on the nascent enaction19 paradigm,
the key characteristics are the capacity of the system to reorganise itself to produce hypothesis on its
behaviour (reflexivity) and on its environment (hypothesis call heuristics, chaotic, non linear from the
old paradigm point of view). The major point to link with the new paradigm is the “basic element” for
the guide-model. This basic element is not an “a priori” identified element such as an atom or an
indivisible element, but a minimal perceptive principle link to the life form, which we call “unity of
minimal consciousness”. This unity just recalls an experience in time, space, and a corporal form in corelation with a part of reality, which carries consciousness of its own being. The integrity of a
consciousness level is formed with the system capacity to accept its limits for a fixed time, from a
unity of experience to an entire life cycle.
This minimal experience perceptive process is running from the mono cellular form of life to human
being. It is founded on a conscious and/or unconscious capacity to distinguish self and non self. From a
non-dualistic point of view we can say that the operative unity/trinity and the cycle
[perception/perceptive structure/action] are unfolded and reverberate at infinity in a fractal way in
the phenomenal world. This is considering the “external world” as a co-construction in relation with
the consciousness of the existing whole. In this sense, the basic element is operating a unity of
consciousness and producing the phenomenal world that forms a primitive relation crossing all the life
levels of organisation. This aspect is a key for designing a D.I.S.S. at the image of life regulated
systems. These systems are able to develop adaptive capacity in an unknown environment.

19

Enaction = A term introduced by Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1991) to denote what they perceive as a third (neither radically objectivist
nor radically subjectivist) orientation to cognition and its study. This term was selected "...to emphasise the growing conviction that cognition
is not the representation of an apriority built world by an apriority mind but is rather the enactment of a world and a mind on the basis of a
history of the variety of actions that a being in the world performs." (p. 9)
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FIGURE 5. a) Primary trans-organisational relation b) Operative unity of “consciousness”
7. Decisional information system for safety
We treat the D.I.S.S. like a link between actors system and the technical system (Figure 2a)
which is in the solar system environment (Figure 2b). In this sense the D.I.S.S. is similar to a hybrid
interaction emergence constituted by a dynamic set of relations: Human-Human/Human-System/
System-System (Figure 2b). We can’t initially hypothesise on its nature and emergent characteristics.
The function of the D.I.S.S. is to be able to enhance the environment perception as a technologicalcognitive prosthesis of human embedded knowledge’s (resiliency). The D.I.S.S. objective is also to
maintain in certain limits the temporal frequencies synchronisation between the perceptive units and
the three sets, Human-Organisation-Environment, in a cycle [perception-multireferential-action] that
goes from composite to simple and from simple to composite. More simply, the D.I.S.S. must be
capable to:
- Distinguish from a “shaded way”, a “never view”, and a “non-conceivable” accident in the scope of
the system. Nevertheless it should be viewed ideally and preventively, but in an imperfect manner,
- To establish and built ideal security. A “never view” accident should not be identically repeated
for the same system, so we are proposing that “a never view” accident can be produced outside of all
angles of probabilities or possibilities.

FIGURE 6. “A priori” structure of sets
From a classical point of view, the D.I.S.S. needs to be able to recognise the sense of the states
system evolution in real time and with inference in different logfields [11b]. The D.I.S.S. needs to be
able to react with a measured or invented way by the free emergence possibility of an unknown logic.
One aspect in relation with the fundamental perceptive unity (Figure 3b) concerns the fractal
observation dimension at every transversal level of organisation. Another aspect is the possibility to
engage or to liberate an action at the right level allowing the problem-method-solution to be
elaborated in real time, or in delayed time with the memory mechanism of the system (Table 1).
Nevertheless, intuitively, we consider that the temporal unity of the set of the system is the managing
principle. This unity carries the action in front of the danger. The action and memorisation unity is
locally possible in a viable co-operation path for life integrity of the whole. We can see for the logic
process of the D.I.S.S. three different domains of strategies, which support various types of
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memorisation and resolution to be correctly articulated and flexible from a known environment to an
unknown environment.
Calculation
Level
1
2

Temporal
domains
Past

Datas
Sharp

Present
3

Types
computation
mode
of logic
Statistic
Probabilities
and
possibilities
System
dynamics and
fuzzy control
Random
generator and
pattern
matching

Future
4

?

Memories
Duplication
Computation
and
extrapolation
Pattern
of regulation
Dynamical
memory
?

Fuzzy
FIGURE 7. D.I.S.S. pluri-logical modes

The key repartition for strategies needs to be far from a dualistic vision. From the enaction
paradigm point of view, the D.I.S.S. is at the image of life-embedded systems in their environment.
There seem to be a development of ternary and co-operative logics [10] in order to face aggression and
survive. We use these ternary and co-operative strategies to conceive the key repartition strategies for
the D.I.S.S.
Conclusion
We present several ways for conceiving a D.I.S.S. capable of favoring the development of learning
characteristics in order to face unpredictable situations. We emphasize the importance of accurately
perceiving and measuring the necessity of transforming the way we think about security and our
“safety of thinking” due to the increasing complexity of Human and technological knowledges. This is
especially the case in a system, which runs in total autonomy out of indirect or direct help from earth.
The utilization of new high-risk technologies needs to be managed and balanced in proportion with a
human corresponding extended consciousness. There is a crucial stake of responsibility with this world
identity. This multicultural identity must be lead by respect of the variety of life forms and by the
precious terrestrial environment, which has permitted this life birth.
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